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Discussions today center around Ebola and
what is the right way to handle the possible
effects of the spread of this virus. After
reading about an Ebola patient who had her
dog destroyed by the government for safety
reasons, I decided to check into how and if
Ebola affects dogs.
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Can dogs get infected or sick with Ebola? Nov 1, 2014 The Ebola virus can only be transmitted through direct contact
with blood, infected dogs and the distances to the Ebola virus-epidemic area. Q-As - Prevention and Health
Promotion Administration - When the infection occurs in humans, the virus can be spread in several ways to others.
Ebola is spread Can I get my dog or cat tested for Ebola? There would Ebola virus disease (EVD) and household pets
fact sheet - Fact sheets When infection occurs in humans, the virus can be spread in several ways to others. Ebola is
spread Can I get my dog or cat tested for Ebola? There would not Wrights Corners Animal Care Center / Ebola
and pets Feb 18, 2016 At this time, there have been no reports of dogs or cats becoming sick with Ebola or of being
able to spread Ebola to people or other animals. There is limited evidence that dogs become infected with Ebola virus,
but there is no evidence they develop disease. Ebola and Pets - Animal Clinic of Warren, PA. Can I get EVD from
my dog or cat? At this time there have been no reports of dogs or cats becoming sick with EVD or transmitting the virus
to humans. Ebola: can dogs catch and transmit the virus to humans? - The Week Q: Can dogs or other pets get the
Ebola virus from humans, or transmit it to them? A: Although Q: Can my pets body, fur, or paws spread Ebola to a
person? Ebola pet FAQ - North Country Veterinary Services So the question remains can dogs or cats actually get
Ebola, and if so, would Im not aware of any robust studies on canine Ebola virus, says Dr. Michael Can pets get or
spread Ebola? - When infection occurs in humans, the virus can be spread in several ways to others. Ebola is spread
Can I get my dog or cat tested for Ebola? There would not Ebola and Your Pets - Medical Lake Veterinary Clinic
Nov 24, 2014 infected animals the virus can then pass from person to person causing an outbreak. Animals have not
Can I get Ebola from my dog or cat? Can Dogs Get Ebola? - Petful When infection occurs in humans, the virus can be
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spread in several ways to others. Ebola is spread Can I get Ebola from my dog or cat? At this time, there Can Dogs Get
Infected by the Ebola Virus? Psychology Today Oct 15, 2014 In order for Ebola to infect you or your pet, the virus
must enter the body from an infected person: Can I get Ebola from my dog or cat? Can My Dog Get the Ebola Virus?
- Kindle edition by Kathleen When infection occurs in humans, the virus can be spread in several ways to others.
Ebola is spread Can I get Ebola from my dog and cat? At this time, there CDC Releases Information about Ebola and
Pets - Pet Health Network Is there any chance that what happened in Spain could happen here? Is it even possible for
dogs to get EVD or spread it to humans? We know that you and your Ebola & Pets Bristol County Veterinary
Hospital Sep 12, 2014 Now to answer the question Can my dog get Ebola? The possibility certainly exists, but in North
America, Europe, and other areas of the world (And Other Animals) Get Ebola? - Time Asymptomatic Ebola
infection in humans has also been observed during outbreaks (18) but is very rare. Although dogs can be
asymptomatically infected, they may excrete infectious viral particles in urine, feces, and saliva for a short period before
virus clearance, as observed experi- mentally in other animals. Can Ebola Spread to Dogs and Cats? First US Case
Heightens Oct 18, 2014 CDC: There have been no reports of pets getting sick with Ebola or spreading it But some
studies have shown dogs can have the virus, but not Ebola Virus Antibody Prevalence in Dogs and Human Risk CDC The relative risk of exposure to the Ebola virus in the U.S. is extremely low, Can dogs get infected or sick with
Ebola? Can I get Ebola from my dog or cat? Ebola Virus FAQ - American Veterinary Medical Association File
Size: 343 KB Print Length: 15 pages Simultaneous Device Usage: Unlimited Publisher: KMBenyo 1 edition (October
27, 2014) Publication Date: October Can My Dog or Cat Get Ebola? - Help Shelter Pets Oct 3, 2014 When a human
is infected with the virus, though, it can be spread to other humans in So, to answer the question, Can my dog get
Ebola? Download File - North Ridge Veterinary Hospital When infection occurs in humans, the virus can be spread
in several ways to others. Ebola is spread Can I get Ebola from my dog or cat? At this time, there none Oct 6, 2014 The
Ebola virus can be found across the animal kingdom, from bats and carried out by the CDC, looks at whether dogs can
get Ebola at all. Questions and Answers about Ebola & Pets - Town and Country Ebola virus disease is a severe,
often fatal, viral disease. Ebola virus disease symptoms usually include fever. .. Can I get Ebola from my dog or cat?
Ebola Virus - American Veterinary Medical Association Ebola virus disease (EVD) and household pets - NSW
Health The Ebola outbreak in Africa has many wondering if dogs and cats could have an outbreak of their own. The
often fatal Ebola virus has been getting so much attention lately as a number of Should I be worried about my pets
getting Ebola? Can You Really Get Ebola From Your Dog? - Live Science Although they cannot catch my cold, they
do have allergies and can share some of the same symptoms that we get. With the latest deadly Ebola virus in the ebola
and pets - Arkansas Department of Health Oct 15, 2014 When infection occurs in humans, the virus can be spread in
several ways to others. Ebola is spread Can I get Ebola from my dog or cat? Ridge Animal Hospital / Ebola and Pets
Q: Can dogs or other pets get the Ebola virus from humans, or transmit it to them? determine that my pet had a risky
exposure to a person with Ebola virus?
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